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Defining, diagnosing and restoring lifeforce in contained biologic environments: the room, the house, the office and the theatre

Restoring the biophysics of growth by measurement and thereby redefining success in living architecture

Review of essential principle: as in the Heart (HRV) medical literature- where (fractal)harmonic inclusiveness defines the viability (survival)
of all living systems. That fractality- predicts what cavity- will create life - by creating efficient (fractal) energy distribution. Where a 
container (architecture) creates a fractal center (like in an egg or pine cone) health results. Note how many bandwidths or spectra in which 
this could be commercialized:

The category of 
measurement/bandwidth

Diagnostic Tools Techniques for solutions % 
improvement 
possible 
estimations

Capacitive/
capacitively coupled
(charge radiants)

-  GDV/air fractality
-  Callaghan probe capacitive antennae
-  PC gold egg cup (spectrum analysis) 

-  biologic resurfacing/bioactive coatings
-  charged calcite or quartz sands in 
minidolmen containers (the Gary Skillen 
technique)
-  Activated crystal sands applied 
agriculturally or in water (technique of 
www.polcher.de )
-  Pyramid cement/PCC resins
-  Bioactive polymers/bioactive field effect 
ceramics

Electrosmog categories:
-  DC magnetic
-  AC:  
   ELF, RF
   microwave 
   infra red 

DC:  Handhelds - electrosmog.de
         New device: geniedulieu.ch
         (Stephane C)

DC Mapping:  Rob Gourlay
AC, RF & Microwave (handheld):
Electrosmog.de and others

-  Identify, locate and eliminate electrosmog 
sources.
-  PC ceramics 
-  Electrosmog blankets
-  Bob D. charged aromatic essential oils
-  Broadcast emotionally designed holoform 
signatures (Bob D.)



Infrared and microwave scans: Bob D.
-  Radionic material treatment techniques

Geobiologic Earth Grid Mapping 
Alignment
Teluric/ley magnetics
Hartmann Grid, Currie Net, 
Peyrey, and Weismann

Magnetic maps taken from the air
Hartmann/Currie lines are differentiated 
by their deflection from specific metals 
(technique of Stephane Cardinaux)

-  Geobiologic energy grid realignments
-  Space clearing techniques of advanced 
dousers like Eric Dowsett, Shaun, 'Shamanic 
Ghostbusting'.

Acoustic/ audio/ phonon 
frequency signatures

Microphones
Pressure sensors
Spectrum analysers
Voice analysis/
Acoustic theatre space analysis

-  Retune acoustic cavity for fractal and 
phase coherence
- Software biowaves.com
-  Example technologies, new i-phone plug-
in frequency analyser, or KRK speakers 
offer room tuner. 

Light/optical frequencies Lighting spectrum analysers -  The book "Health & Light" by Ott
-  Lighting frequencies vs. restored attention 
span.
-  Grow lite/artists lighting
-  Full spectrum lighting
-  Optical harmonics phased to healing 
AUDIO frequencies.


